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Insurers pull funds, 'disavow' Heartland Institute while 
insurance arm to split over serial killer campaign 
 

By Sean P. Carr 

Reinsurers and other corporate supporters are pulling funding from the Heartland Institute over an advertising campaign linking serial killers and Osama bin 
Laden to support of action addressing climate change. The campaign is also driving Heartland's insurance and finance arm to quit the free-market think tank 
to go independent. 

RenaissanceRe Holdings Ltd. is pulling its funding and expects other companies to also withdraw after being "taken unaware" by the advertising, sources 
familiar with funding discussions told SNL. One of Heartland's largest donors, RenaissanceRe gave a combined $407,000 in 2010 and 2011, according to a 
Heartland fundraising document. The money was targeted for the Center on Finance, Insurance and Real Estate, or FIRE, which has been active in national 
and state policy debates, including swaps regulations and flood program reform. 

XL Group Plc, which gave $35,000 dedicated to the FIRE center in 2011, is also ending its contributions, company spokeswoman Christine Weirsky told SNL. 

Past insurance industry contributors to Heartland in 2010 and 2011 include Golden Rule Insurance Co., a UnitedHealth Group Inc. subsidiary ($290,030); 
Allied World Assurance Co. Holdings AG ($110,000); and State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. A Heartland fundraising document identified a 
combined $464,200 as coming from State Farm: $120,000 in direct contributions and $344,200 associated with Jeff Judson, a member of Heartland's board 
of directors. A State Farm spokeswoman declined to comment on specific dollar amounts.  

The Washington, D.C.-based FIRE center is splitting from the Chicago-based parent organization and aims to continue with industry funding, sources close to 
the situation said. Legal details of the separation are under negotiation, the sources said. 

Another top supporter, the Association of Bermuda Insurers and Reinsurers, announced that it would "disavow" all ties with Heartland. The billboard 
campaign "made our association with other parts of your organization untenable," ABIR President Bradley Kading wrote in a letter to Heartland Institute 
President Joseph Bast. ABIR gave a total of $125,000 to Heartland in 2010 and 2011. 

"ABIR members have supported climate science research and believe that public policy action is necessary to address this important environmental issue," 
Kading wrote. 

ABIR supported FIRE Director Eli Lehrer's insurance reform work, both at Heartland and at the Competitive Enterprise Institute, where he was previously 
based, Kading told SNL. However, the combination of the billboard and Heartland's increased rhetoric on the issue changed the equation, he said. 

The digital billboard included images of the Unabomber, Ted Kaczynski; Charles Manson; and Fidel Castro, who are identified as "believers" in climate 
change. Bin Laden was to possibly appear on a future billboard, Heartland had announced. The Chicago area billboard was placed in advance of a 
Heartland-sponsored climate conference scheduled there for May 21-23. 

"These rogues and villains were chosen because they made public statements about how man-made global warming is a crisis and how mankind must take 
immediate and drastic actions to stop it," Heartland said in a May 3 announcement about the billboard.  

The institute pulled it 24 hours later amid a barrage of criticism. "We know that our billboard angered and disappointed many of Heartland's friends and 
supporters, but we hope they understand what we were trying to do with this experiment," Bast said in a statement. "We do not apologize for running the 
ad, and we will continue to experiment with ways to communicate the 'realist' message on the climate." 

Earlier this year, a scientist and advocate for action on climate change admitted to using subterfuge to obtain internal Heartland documents, including plans 
for a school curriculum on climate change. Heartland claimed that one of the documents was a fake. However, budget and fundraising information released 
to the public is accurate, sources told SNL. 

A Heartland representative did not return messages seeking comment. 

Article updated at 6:57 p.m. ET on May 8, 2012, to add additional information about contributions to the Heartland Institute from State Farm Mutual 
Automobile Insurance Co. 
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